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The Lawrence–Sullivan construction
is the right model for IC

URTZI BUIJS

ANICETO MURILLO

We prove that the universal enveloping algebra of the Lawrence–Sullivan construction
is a particular perturbation of the complete Baues–Lemaire cylinder of S0 . Together
with other evidence we present, this exhibits the Lawrence–Sullivan construction as
the right model for IC . From this, we also deduce a generalized Euler formula on
Bernoulli numbers.

11B68, 55P62

1 Introduction

R Lawrence and D Sullivan [8] constructed what they called a free Lie model for the
interval. It is a complete free differential Lie algebra LD .bL.a; b; z/; @/ in which a

and b are Maurer–Cartan or flat elements and the differential on z is the only one
which makes a and b gauge equivalent (see next section for a precise definition). In
very general terms, it is based on the idea that 0–simplices (points) are represented by
Maurer–Cartan elements and 1–simplices (paths) correspond to gauge transformations
between the endpoints.

In this beautiful construction and the deep ideas behind it there is, however, a particular
Maurer–Cartan element which has not received attention, namely 0 2 L�1 . Taking
that into account we find three Maurer–Cartan elements 0; a; b 2 L�1 , and thus three
points in the space that it represents, together with a gauge transformation from a to b

representing a path joining two of the three vertices. Hence, what L really models is
IC D I P[ f�g, the disjoint union of an interval and an exterior point.

That the spatial realization of this complete Lie algebra is in fact of the homotopy type
of two contractible components is a particular instance of the more general context of
homotopy theory in the category of (unbounded) differential graded Lie algebras, or
more generally, L1–algebras; see the authors’ [5].

In this paper we give the Lawrence–Sullivan construction the consideration that it
deserves by proving that it satisfies essential functorial properties which reflect the role
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of IC in the based homotopy category. We begin by observing (see Proposition 3.1)
that the differential in L is characterized by being the only one for which the following
holds: two Maurer–Cartan elements x;y 2 L�1 of a given differential graded Lie
algebra L, DGL henceforth, are gauge equivalent if and only if there exist a morphism
of differential graded algebras L ! L sending a to x and b to y . This readily
implies, as we will remark, that the classical Quillen notion of homotopy of morphisms
corresponds, under this scope, to the standard homotopy notion in the based category
in which S0 ^ I D IC is the right cylinder. In other words, L is a good cylinder of
the model of S0 given by .L.u/; @/, @.u/D�1

2
Œu;u�.

Our main result, Theorem 3.3, corroborates this assertion. We show that the universal
enveloping algebra of L is a complete tensor algebra whose differential is a perturbation
of the classical Baues–Lemaire cylinder [1] of the tensor model of S0 given by T .u/,
with u of degree �1 and d.u/D�u˝u.

With all of the above a model of I is then .L.a; z/; @/, obtained as the quotient of L
by .L.b/; @/. Theorem 3.6 illustrates this situation.

We finish with an application of Theorem 3.3 in number theory by obtaining, in the
same spirit as Parent and Tanré [13], a generalized Euler formula on Bernoulli numbers.
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2 Notation and tools

In this note, the coefficient field K is assumed to be of characteristic zero. Differential
Lie algebras, DGL from now on, as well as any other graded object, are considered
Z–graded. Given a graded vector space V , L.V / denotes the free lie algebra generated
by V . If in the tensor algebra T .V /D

P
n�0 T n.V / we consider the Lie structure

given by commutators, L.V / is the Lie subalgebra generated by V . In the same way,
replacing T .V / by the complete tensor algebra bT .V / D Q

n�0 T n.V /, we obtainbL.V /, the complete free Lie algebra generated by V . A generic element of bT .V /
will be written as a formal series

P
n�0 �n , �n 2 T n.V /. Note that T .V / � bT .V /

and L.V /�bL.V /. The universal enveloping algebra U L.V / of L.V / extends to the
complete free Lie algebra to produce a graded algebra UbL.V / naturally isomorphic
to bT .V /.
Algebraic & Geometric Topology, Volume 13 (2013)
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A Maurer–Cartan or flat element of a given DGL is a degree �1 element a which
satisfies @.a/D�1

2
Œa; a�. We denote by MC.L/ the set of all Maurer–Cartan elements

of L.

Let L be either a complete free Lie algebra or any DGL in which the adjoint action of
L0 is locally nilpotent, ie for any x 2L0 there is an integer i such that adi

x D 0. The
gauge action of L0 on MC.L/ (see Lawrence and Sullivan [8] and Manetti [10]) is
defined as follows: given x 2L0 and a 2MC.L/,

x � aD eadx .a/�
eadx .@x/� .@x/

adx.@x/
D eadx .a/�fx.@x/;

where eadx D
P

n�0
.adx/

n

n!
and, as an operator,

fx D
eadx�id

adx
:

Explicitly,

x � aD
X
i�0

adi
x.a/

i !
�

X
i�0

adi
x.@x/

.i C 1/!
:

This can also be introduced in this way: Consider L˝ƒt DLŒt �, the DGL in which t

has degree zero, the Lie bracket is given by the one in L and multiplication on KŒt �,
and the differential arises from that on L and by setting @t D 0. Then x � aD p.1/,
where p.t/ 2 LŒt � is the only formal power series with coefficients in L which is a
solution of the differential equation

p0.t/D @x� adx p.t/;

p.0/D a:

Indeed, if we write p.t/D
P

i�0 ai t
i , ai 2 L, the only solution for this equation is

given recursively by

a0 D a; a1 D @x� adx.a/; anC1 D�
adx.an/

nC 1
:

That is,

an D
.� adx/

n�1

n!
.@x/C

.� adx/
n

n!
.a/;

and therefore p.1/D eadx .a/�fx.@x/.

The gauge action determines an equivalence relation among flat elements which coin-
cides with the usual homotopy relation on MC.L/ (see for instance [10, Theorem 5.5]),
which we now recall. Two elements u; v 2MC.L/ are said to be homotopic, and we
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write u� v , if there is a Maurer–Cartan element � 2L˝ƒ.t; dt/ such that "0.�/D u

and "1.�/D v . Here ƒ.t; dt/ is the free commutative algebra generated by t and dt ,
of degrees 0 and 1 respectively, and "0; "1W L˝ƒ.t; dt/!L are the DGL morphisms
obtained by evaluating t at 0 and 1 respectively.

The Lawrence–Sullivan construction is the complete free DGL .bL.a; b; z/; @/, denoted
by L, in which a and b are flat elements and

@.z/D Œz; b�C

1X
iD0

Bi

i !
adi

z.b� a/;

where Bi denotes the i –th Bernoulli number. Equivalently, as shown in [8],

@z D adz.b/Cf
�1

z .b� a/;

where, again as an operator,

f �1
z D

adz

eadz � id
:

Observe that f �1
z is indeed the inverse operator of fz . Another inductive description

of the differential in this complete free Lie algebra was suggested in [8] and shown to
be equivalent to the above in [13, Main Theorem].

Last result of next section assumes basic knowledge on L1–algebras. From the rational
homotopy theory point of view on these objects, we refer, for instance, to [7].

3 The DGL cylinder of S 0 and a model of the interval

We begin by the following observation:

Proposition 3.1 Two Maurer–Cartan elements u; v 2L�1 are homotopic if and only
if there is a DGL morphism ˆW L!L such that ˆ.a/D u and ˆ.b/D v .

Proof Let ˆW L! L such that ˆ.a/D u and ˆ.b/D v , with u; v 2MC.L/, and
consider w Dˆ.z/ 2L0 . Then

@w Dˆ.@z/Dˆ

�
adz.b/C

adz

eadz � id
.b� a/

�
D adˆ.z/ˆ.b/C

adˆ.z/
eadˆ.z/ � id

�
ˆ.b/�ˆ.a/

�
D adw.v/C

adw
eadw � id

.v�u/:

Algebraic & Geometric Topology, Volume 13 (2013)
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Then
eadw�id

adw
.@w/D

eadw�id
adw

.adw b/C v�uD eadw .v/�u;

and thus, uD eadw .v/�fw.@w/. In other words, u and v are gauge equivalent, and
thus, homotopy equivalent.

Reciprocally, if the elements u; v 2MC.L/ are homotopic, there is w 2L0 such that
uD eadw .v/� fw.@w/. Define ˆ.b/D v , ˆ.a/D u and ˆ.z/D w , then the above
computation shows that this is a DGL morphism.

Remark 3.2 We see that L fits perfectly in the classical Quillen approach to rational
homotopy [15] by which the homotopy category of reduced DGL is equivalent to the
based homotopy category of simply connected rational spaces. In this category, two
pointed maps f;gW .X;x0/! .Y;y0/ are homotopic by means of a based homotopy
.X � I;x0 � I/! .Y;y0/. But this corresponds, via the exponential, to a based map
S0 ^ I D IC! map�.X;Y / sending the exterior point to the constant map. In the
algebraic setting, let C and L be a differential graded coalgebra and a reduced DGL,
models of X and Y respectively, with the appropriate connectivity restrictions, and let
'; W L.C /!L be models of f and g . Here L denotes the classical Quillen functor;
see for instance [6, Section 22]. It is known [3, Theorem 10] that the convolution DGL
Hom.CC;L/ is a DGL model of the nonconnected pointed mapping space map�.X;Y /.
Moreover, the restrictions 'jCC

;  jCC
W CC!L are Maurer–Cartan elements of this

DGL. By the proposition above, these morphisms are homotopic if and only if there
exists ˆW L! Hom.CC;L/ such that ˆ.a/D 'jCC

and ˆ.b/D  jCC
.

In [1, Section 1], H Baues and J M Lemaire defined a cylinder of a free differential
graded algebra, denoted by DGA henceforth, .T .V /; d/. It is the free tensor algebra
Cyl T .V / D T .V ˚ V 0 ˚ sV / in which V 0 is a copy of V and sV denotes the
suspension of V , .sV /p DVp�1 . The differentials in V and V 0 are defined so that the
inclusions i0; i1W T .V / ,!T .V ˚V 0˚sV /, where i0.v/D v , i1.v/D v

0 , with v 2V ,
are DGA morphisms. Consider in Cyl T .V / the .i0; i1/–derivation S of degree �1

given by Sv D Sv0 D sv and Ssv D 0. Then the differential in sV is defined by
d.sv/D v� v0�Sdv , v 2 V .

This is a right cylinder in the category of DGA, as both i0; i1 are injective and the
projection pW T .V ˚V 0˚ sV /! T .V /, p.v/D p.v0/D v , p.sv/D 0, v 2 V , is a
quasi-isomorphism for which pi0 D pi1 D 1jT .V /

.

In the case when V D hui, with u of degree �1 and du D �u ˝ u, we obtain
Cyl T .u/D .T .u˚u0˚ su/; d/ with differential duD�u˝u, du0 D�u0˝u0 and
d.su/D u0�uC su˝u0�u˝ su. Note that T .u/ can be thought of as a model for
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S0 as Cyl T .u/ can be used as a cylinder to describe the usual notion of homotopy
in the category of DGA [9]. In bT .u˚ u0˚ su/ we define D as the only derivation
which extends d in u and u0 and satisfies

(1) D.su/D su˝u0�u0˝ suC
X
n�0

X
pCqDn

.�1/q
Bn

p!q!
su˝p

˝ .u0�u/˝ su˝q;

where each Bn denotes the n–th Bernoulli number. Denote by bCylT .u/ the pair
.bT .u˚u0˚ su/;D/. We now show that D is indeed a differential for which:

Theorem 3.3 UL is isomorphic as a DGA to bCylT .u/.

Proof We show that the natural isomorphism of graded algebras UL ŠbCylT .u/
commutes with differentials on generators. This also guarantees that D is indeed a
differential. Write Du D du D �u˝ u D �1

2
u˝ u � 1

2
u˝ u, which arises from

�
1
2
Œa; a�D @a via the injective map L ,! ULŠbCylT .u/ provided by the Poincaré–

Birkhoff–Witt theorem. The same applies to Du0 and @b .

On the other hand, if we denote by cls the class of the corresponding element of
ULD bT .L/=�, we have:

clsfDsug D cls
�

su˝u0�u0˝ suC
X
n�0

X
pCqDn

.�1/q
Bn

p!q!
su˝p

˝ .u0�u/˝ su˝q

�

D cls
�

adsu u0C
X
n�0

X
pCqDn

.�1/q
Bn

n!

�
n

q

�
su˝p

˝ .u0�u/˝ su˝q

�

D cls
�

adsu u0C

1X
nD0

Bn

n!

nX
kD0

.�1/k
�

n

k

�
su˝n�k

˝ .u0�u/˝ su˝k

�

D cls
�

adsu u0C

1X
nD0

Bn

n!
Œsu; Œsu; : : : ; Œsu„ ƒ‚ …

n

;u0�u� � : : : �

�

D cls
�

adsu u0C

1X
nD0

Bn

n!
adn

su.u
0
�u/

�

Again, by the Poincaré–Birkhoff–Witt theorem, this class arises from @z via the
injection L ,! ULŠbCylT .u/ and the theorem is proved.
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Recall that, in a complete tensor algebra bT .V /, the Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff formula
of x;y 2 V reads

BCH.y;x/D
1X

kD1

.�1/k�1

k

 
1X

p;qD0
pCq>0

ypxq

p!q!

!k

D

1X
kD1

.�1/k�1

k

X yp1xq1 � � �ypk xqk

p1!q1! � � �pk !qk !
;

where in the last term, the internal sum is taken over all possible collections of integral
nonnegative numbers .p1; : : : ;pk ; q1; : : : ; qk/ such that p1Cq1> 0; : : : ;pkCqk > 0.
Here, and in what follows, for simplicity in the notation, we have omitted ˝ in all
tensor products. As in the classical case, this formula is obtained as

BCH.y;x/D log.eyex/;

where
ex
D

X
n�0

xn

n!

and, for a given ' 2 bT C.V /DQi�1 T i.V /,

log.1C'/D
X
n�1

.�1/n�1'
n

n
:

We denote by BCHy.y;x/ the part of BCH.y;x/ obtained by considering only those
summands which are linear on y . Then it is known (see for instance [14, Lecture 6]
for the ungraded case) that in UbL.V /Š bT .V /,

clsfBCHy.y;x/g D cls
�X

i�0

Bi

i !
adi

x y

�
:

Hence, from Theorem 3.3 we immediately obtain:

Corollary 3.4 In the notation of Theorem 3.3,

BCHu0�u.u
0
�u; su/D

X
pCqDn

.�1/q
BpCq

p!q!
su˝p

˝ .u0�u/˝ su˝q

and the formula for Dsu in (1) can be rewritten as

DsuD su˝u0�u0˝ suCBCHu0�u.u
0
�u; su/:

Remark 3.5 (1) Note that the projection pWbCyl.u/! .T .u/; d/, p.u/Dp.u0/Du,
p.su/D 0, is again a quasi-isomorphism, as it is so on the indecomposables. Thus,
bCyl.u/ is again a cylinder for .T .u/; d/.
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(2) Consider the DGL .L.u/; @/, @uD�1
2
Œu;u�, and observe that the universal en-

veloping algebra functor on the inclusions .L.u/; @/ ,!L mapping u to a and b respec-
tively, provides, by Theorem 3.3, the natural inclusions i0; i1W .T .u/; d/ ,!bCylT .u/.
That is, the Lawrence–Sullivan construction is a good DGL cylinder of .L.u/; @/. Now
observe that this is a DGL model of S0 . Indeed, its commutative cochain graded
algebra [6, Section 23], C �.L.u/; @/, can be easily computed to yield .ƒ.x;y/; d/
with x and y of degree 0 and �1 respectively, dxD 0 and dy D 1

2
.x2�x/. This is a

model of S0 under any possible interpretation. On the one hand, it is an easy exercise
to show that the geometric simplicial realization of this algebra has the homotopy type
of S0 , each of its points being given by the augmentations sending x to 0 and 1

respectively. On the other hand, consider the DGA model of S0 given by Q˛˚Qˇ
with ˛ and ˇ of degree 0, and products ˛2 D ˛ , ˇ2 D ˇ and ˛ˇ D 0. Note that the
identity in this algebra is ˛Cˇ . Hence, replacing ˛Cˇ by 1 and ˇ by x , this DGA
is isomorphic to Q˚Qx with x2 D x , which is quasi-isomorphic to .ƒ.x;y/; d/
with dy D 1

2
.x2�x/.

In other words, L geometrically describes the cylinder of S0 in the pointed category,
namely, IC .

(3) In the same way, a good candidate for a complete model of the interval I would
be then a model of the cofiber of the based map S0! I P[ �, which sends the non base
point of S0 to any of the endpoints of the interval. In DGL this would be modeled by
the inclusion .L.b/; @/ ,! L whose cofiber is

LI D .bL.a; z/; @/; in which @.a/D�1
2
Œa; a�; @.z/D�

X
i�0

Bi

i !
adi

z.a/:

Again, the fact that the realization of LI is a contractible space is a particular case
of a much broader setting [5]. Here we corroborate this fact with a variant of [4,
Theorem 4.1] that we now present.

Let L be any DGL and consider, for each � 2K, the DGL morphism

"�W L˝ƒ.t; dt/ �!L; ".p.t/C q.t/dt/D p.�/;

given by evaluating at �. Here p; q 2 L˝ƒt D LŒt � are considered, as before, as
polynomials in t with coefficients in L. If we restrict to polynomials with no constant
terms and evaluate at 1, the resulting DGL morphism,

"1W L˝ƒ
C.t; dt/ �!L;

is a DGL model in the classical Quillen sense of the evaluation fibration

evW map�.I;Y / �! Y; ev. /D  .1/;
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whenever L is a reduced DGL model of Y [3]. Recall that map� denotes the pointed
mapping space. We will not assume here any bounding condition on L but will keep
in mind this geometrical interpretation.

On the other hand, consider the chain map

"aW s
�1Der.LI ;L/ �!L; "a.�/D �.a/;

in which s�1Der.LI ;L/ are the desuspended derivations with the usual differential.
This chain complex admits a DGL structure only up to homotopy, ie an L1–structure
in which the higher brackets f`kgk�2 are given as follows (see [2; 4]):

s`k.s
�1�1; : : : ; s

�1�k/.z/

D .�1/�
Bk�1

.k � 1/!

X
�2Sk

�0 Œ��.1/z; Œ��.2/z; : : : ; Œ��.k�1/z; ��.k/a� � � � � �;

where � D kC 1C
Pk

jD1.kC 1� j /j�j j and �0 is given by the Koszul convention.
Then we have:

Theorem 3.6 The map

'W s�1Der.LI ;L/ �!L˝ƒC.t; dt/; '.s�1�/D �.a/˝ t C �.z/˝ dt;

is a quasi-isomorphism of L1–algebras which makes the following diagram commute:

s�1Der.LI ;L/

"a

&&

'

'
// L˝ƒC.t; dt/

"1

yy
L

Proof Observe that ' is precisely the quasi-isomorphism of L1–algebras denoted by
Q in the proof of [4, Theorem 4.1]. We have just extend it to unbounded derivations
and replaced s�1Der.L.ƒ.t; dt//];L/ by the isomorphic DGL L˝ƒ.t; dt/. With
this in mind, the diagram above trivially commutes.

4 A generalized Euler identity

Recall that the Bernoulli numbers can be recursively defined in several ways starting
with B0 D 1. One is via the identity

�nBn D

nX
kD1

�
n

k

�
BkBn�k C nBn�1;
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which becomes the Euler formula

�
.nC 1/Bn

n!
D

n�2X
kD2

Bk

k!

Bn�k

.n� k/!

when n is an even integer greater than 2. Here we prove an extended version which
may be compared, for instance, to the Miki [12] or Matiyasevich [11] identities:

Theorem 4.1 For any even n� 2 and 0�m� n� 1,

�
Bn

n!

�
nC 1

n�m

�
D

mX
iD2

Bi

i !

Bn�i

.n� i/!

�
n� i

n�m� 1

�
�

n�m�1X
jD2

Bj

j !

Bn�j

.n� j /!

�
n� j

m

�
:

Here, whenever m or n�m� 1 are smaller than 2, the corresponding summand in
the formula above is considered to be zero. Note also that for mD n� 1 we recover
Euler’s formula. In [13, Proposition 8] a different and interesting formula involving
Bernoulli numbers is deduced from the inductive definition of the differential in the
Lawrence–Sullivan construction.

Proof In bCylT .u/, from now on and to avoid excessive notation, we often omit the
symbol ˝. For the same purpose we define y D u0�u and x D su.

Using the formula for Dx in Corollary 3.4, a short computation shows that D2x D 0

translates to

(2) D2x DD BCHy.y;x/CBCHy.y;x/˝u0Cu0˝BCHy.y;x/;

in which

BCHy.y;x/D

1X
nD0

X
pCqDn

c.p;q/x
pyxq;

where

(3) c.p;q/ D .�1/q
BpCq

.pC q/!

�
pC q

q

�
:

As Dxm D xmu0�u0xmC
Pm�1

iD0 xi BCHy.y;x/x
m�1�i , a straightforward compu-

tations shows that

D.xpyxq/D�u0xpyxq
�xpyxqu0C�;
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with

� D xpy2xq
C

p�1X
iD0

xi BCHy.y;x/x
p�i�1yxq

�

q�1X
iD0

xpyxi BCHy.y;x/x
q�i�1:

Hence

D BCHy.y;x/D

1X
nD0

X
pCqDn

c.p;q/D.x
pyxq/

D�u0˝

1X
nD0

X
pCqDn

c.p;q/x
pyxq

�

1X
nD0

X
pCqDn

c.p;q/x
pyxq

˝u0

C

1X
nD0

X
pCqDn

c.p;q/�

D�BCHy.y;x/˝u0�u0˝BCHy.y;x/C

1X
nD0

X
pCqDn

c.p;q/�:

Therefore, in view of (2),
1X

nD0

X
pCqDn

c.p;q/� D 0:

In particular, for each p and q , the coefficient of xpy2xq in this formula is zero.
Another straightforward computation shows that this coefficient is

(4) c.p;q/C

pX
iD0

c.pC1�i;q/c.i;0/�

qX
jD0

c.p;qC1�j/c.0;j/ D 0:

Observe that, in this expression, the term for i D j D 1 cancels with c.p;q/ , since
c.1;0/ D �c.0;1/ D �

1
2

. Also, the term for i D j D 0 is c.pC1;q/ � c.p;qC1/; as
c.0;0/ D 1. Thus (4) reads

c.p;qC1/� c.pC1;q/ D

pX
iD2

c.pC1�i;q/c.i;0/�

qX
jD2

c.p;qC1�j/c.0;j/:

Finally, replacing each of these numbers by its value from (3), the theorem follows.
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